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Scan this QR code with your mobile device to download a 
digital copy (in pdf format) of 

“Essential Manga: An Annotated Bibliography”. 
Or visit the College for creative studies library website at

http://www.lib.collegeforcreativestudies.edu/

Controlled for total population, Manga is 16.6 times more widely 
purchased in Japan than Comic Books are in the United States. 

*Population figures from the World Fact Book at www.cia.gov

*Manga sales figures include Oricon’s Annual Market Report number of  tankobons sold in Japan in 2014 of  500.48 million plus the Japanese Magazine 
Publishers Association’s circulation numbers for the top 25 manga magazines in 2010 of  15.07 million. Reported in English by AnimeNewsNetwork.com

*American Comic Book sales figures are the average of  the units sold by Diamond Comic Distributors (the largest English-language comics distributor) for 
the years 2010-2014 as provided to Comichron.com

Anime Vs. Manga 
Many people confuse Anime with Manga which is understandable 
since they are visually very similar, both art forms are from Japan 

(often presented in the Japanese language even), they even often feature 
the same characters and titles!! 

The major difference is easy to remember though…

Anime is animated! It moves!

Anime Manga
Many people involved in the 
creative process: 
Possibly working on several titles 
at once, less invested 
Creative compromises

Single manga-ka or small team: 
Work on a small number of 
stories, very invested in their title

More outlandish, risky, 
attention seeking plot lines

More carefully tended or 
“realistic” plot lines 

Images moving by at 24 frames 
per second, each image is only 
meant to be seen a 
fraction of a second

Static images meant to have 
each one studied

Lower quality, less detail 
(especially in background)

Highly detailed

Almost always colored Sometimes in B/W 

Scan here to read my blog post on the 
subject of transliteration 

(Titled “Terminology Part 1” at https://aseip.wordpress.com)

One major problem for publishers (and fans) is that Japanese 
does not use the same alphabet as English so translating

 presents even more difficulties than would be found translating 
from a more closely related language and can result in a 

given Japanese word having a variety of English spellings.

Manga Story Construction

Story Construction
in Western Literature

Spoiler Alert!!
When faced with your first manga book, flip it over!! 

The original Japanese works are read from right to left,
in the opposite direction of  English books.

This means that what we think of  as the front of  the book is really the back!!

Some American publishers of  manga keep the original
layout while others choose to release “flipped” versions

making it more accessible to readers in the U.S.

PN6790 .J34
PN6790 .J34 “Language and Literature →General Literature →comic books, strips, etc. → Japan

PN 6790 .J34 = 75 linear feet of  our shelving = nightmare for our shelving assistants!

As our collection has grown we have had to adapt our usual process of  assigning call numbers to meet new challenges.

Normally: Second Cutter number = authors name 
 Followed by then the year of  publication 

But: One author might be writing several series simultaneously
 which would result in them being inter-shelved 
OR
 A series might be written by different manga-ka over the years
 it is published causing the series to be spread out over a large
 area and not all shelved together. 

So: Second Cutter number = title of  the series (or monograph) 
 Followed by volume number 

Sometimes: Third Cutter number = authors name to avoid having
 two books with identical call numbers. 

Solution??  We have been considering shelving our manga in a separate
section of  the library so that we could drop the PN 6790 .J34 from the
local call numbers and use a local call number that begins with the word 
“Manga” followed by numbers representing the title.

To Import or Not To Import??
“Scanlation” pages can help publishers to determine which of  the massive number of  titles released in Japan they should obtain rights for and translate. 
  
l Provide access to the newest manga, in English          l Individual issues to download for a very small fee or even for free.
l Fan run sites                   l Symbiotic relationship with both the Japanese and U.S. publishers. 
l Fan discussion and recommendations            l Increase fan-base 
l Measure fan-base

In order to continue the amicable relationship they have with publishers 
“scanlation” sites usually remove issues once a series has been licensed by an 

English publisher. 

Manga is a Medium…
Not a Genre!!!

Because of  the focus on the audience and the characters in manga it is most useful
to organize titles this way as well instead of  focusing on the content of  the story as we tend

to do in Western literature. 

In my annotated bibliography you will see that the first level of  organization is the audience. 
The four most common categories for speaking about the intended audience are:

Shonen – Boy’s Manga

Shojo – Girl’s Manga

Sienen – Men’s Manga

Josei – Women’s Manga

There is also a category for young children where their youth not 
their gender is the focus; the term used for that is “Kodomomuke”. 

The category of  sexually explicit material for adults only is called “Seijin”. 
Within the Seijin category is “Hentai” which refers to materials which are not only 

explicit but also include specialized or bizarre fetishes.  

Popular Genres of Manga
Within the main audience groupings, manga is then divided by the topic. Of  course,
some topics tend to be more popular with certain reader groups than others but there

does not seem to be much stigma resulting from reading manga “intended” for an audience
other than that which the reader is a part. 

Some of  the most popular topics are:
 

Ansatsuken or Satsujinken – Assassination Fist     Mahou Shojo – Magical girl  
or Murder Fist: These are martial art manga, in which      

the main characters have (or learn) superior martial art     Mecha –Robots: Robots, cyborgs, or machines 
skills to defeat their opponents.          play a large role in these stories.

Bara – homosexual men: These stories are also called      Mystery, Horror, Suspense
“Men’s Love”, “ML”, “Shonen-ai”, or       

“Gei Comi”. They range from slice-of-life stories, to     Non-Fiction
romances but sometimes includes blatant depictions

of  sexual acts.             OL – Office Lady Manga: is about the lives of  young
                women who work outside their homes, but plan to do

Ecchi – Naughty: Stories involve a bit more        so only until they have their own family.
sexualization then strictly needed for the plot line, but 

not so much as to be deemed inappropriate for kids.      Parenting
Think PG-13.

                Romance
Fantasy / Adventure
                Ryori – Food

Gyakuharemu – Reverse harem: Like Haremumono,     

only the main character is female and the subordinate      Sararimman – Salaryman: Stories about the lives of
characters are males.            men who work in offices outside their homes.

Haremumono – Harem: These aren’t always a      Science Fiction
sexual or even a romantic storyline, it just indicates that        

the central character is male surrounded by multiple,     Supernatural
less important female characters.

                Yaoi – Men who love other men: Usually these are

Historical Fiction           romantic stories written by women, for women.

Kaito – Gentleman Thief: Stories about a well-breed      Yuri – Girl Love: Also termed “Shojo-ai”.
thief, one who steals for the thrill or just to take away      These stories are about girls who have strong feelings
from the undeserving. Maurice LeBlanc’s Arsene Lupin     for other girls. Usually these are more romantic than
is a model for many of  these stories.         overtly sexual stories.

Komono – Animals: The characters in these 
stories are anthropomorphized animals.

Kyariauman – Career Woman: Stories depict the
lives of  women who have careers outside of  their homes.
 

Find this information on my blog by scanning this qr code or by going to: 
https://aseip.wordpress.com/2015/05/13/manga-is-a-medium-not-a-genre/

Manga in the Classroom
Classics of  western literature, history, biography, science and philosophy are all subjects which are explored using the manga style.
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